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ABSTRACT
This document contains the results of a study of the
relative and absolute energy consumption of helicop-
ters, including limited comparisons with fixed-wing
aircraft, and selected surface transportation vehicles.
In the case of the helicopters, additional comparisons
were made to determine the level of reduction in energy
_. consumption expected from the application of advanced
technologies to the helicopter design and sizing
process.
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SUMMARY
The study reported in this document provides relative and ab-
solute energy consumption data for helicopters, including
limited comparisons with fixed-wing aircraft and selected sur-
face transportation vehicles. Air vehicles, due to their in-
herent higher power requirements (compared to ground vehicles),
will always exhibit higher energy intensities when compared
solely on an energy, consumption basis. Current levels of air
vehicle energy intensity can be reduced, hoover, through the
infusion of advanced aeronautical technology into the design
process, as exemplified by the fixed-wing aircraft in Refer-
ence 15.
Current helicopters are competitive with ground vehicles on
the basis of useful enerqv utilization in a number of situa-
tions (referred to great circle distance). In areas where
ground transportation systems do not presently exist (or sur-
face geography precludes easy construction of such facilities),
the helicopter offers the potential of both reduced travel
time and lower overall energy consumption than a comparable
surface transportation system could achieve (especially if the
energy consumed in initial construction of such a system is
considered). Additionally, unique missions exist (e.g., re-
supply of off-shore oil rigs and utilization in logging
iv
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operations that can be performed by no other vehicle with
such a combination of flexibility and speed.
Improvements in helicopter energy consumption characteristics
can be accomplished through the utilization of advanced tech-
xology to reduce drag, structures weight, and powerplant fuel
consumption. The optimum "mix" of these technology applica-
tions which results in the maximum amount of energy consump-
tion reduction for the minimum cost is presently not _nown.
v
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The energy crisis, which affects all forms of transportation,
raises significant questions with respect to the energy con-
sumption characteristics of all VTOL transport aircraft and
esFecially with helicopters which are presently the only
operationally available representatives of that group. The
two basic questions concerning the energy utilization of heli-
copters are as follows:
• In what areas of operation is helicopter energy consump-
tion competitive with alternate modes of transporation,
or is considered acceptable b_cause of unique opelational
characteristics or specialized mission requirements?
• Will advances in the state-of-the-art bring appreciable
improvement in the ener_fy consumption aspect_ of heli-
cQpters? _
On the basis of an over-simplified approach, Figure i.I, which
takes into consideration only energy expended per passenger
miles in cruise, the present gener _ion of transport helicopters
appears inferior to other aircraft and many forms of ground
transportaticn.
To make a more meaningful comparison of helicopte_with other
forms of transportation, it is necessary to investigate the
energy (fuel) utilization per passenger mile under realistic
operating conditions fc; the same missions or scenarios. This
l
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implies, in the case of fixed wing aircraft, that it is
necessary to _ase energy consumpt_ n estimates on the block
distance and actual fuel consumption from the startup of
engines at one gate to shutting down the engines at the desti-
nation. In this way, all the energy expenditures resulting
from ground movement and traffic delays are raked into con-
sideration.
For ground transportation such as automDbiles, taxis, buses
and trains, the comparison should be based upon the use of
existing highways and/or roadbeds with allowances for traffic
delays.
For very short-haul distances where conventional (CTOL) or
even short takeoff and landing (STOL) aircraft cannot usually
be used, the logical comparison would be with such representa-
tives uf ground transportation as automobiles, (taxis, buses)
and trains. It may be anticipated that in tbls comparison,
the pure energy consumption per passenger mile would favor
trains and buses. Automobiles and taxis might present a
closer competition with the helicopter when realistic mile-pew
gallon figures as caused by traffic delays, etc., are used.
Nevertheless, even anticipating the energetic inferiority of
the helicopter to some means of mass ground transportation,
other aspects of the helicopters should not be overlooked.
The strongest advantage would be the relative ease
1975010148-014
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of starting new transportation links as well as the flexi-
bility of changing routes should the necessity arise. It
should also be kept in mind that in those cases when the
right-of-way for ground transportation is not available, large
expenditures in capital, time and energy would usually be
required. The initial expenditure of energy for the construc-
t on of those new rights-of-way, when distributed over a long
period of utilization, would represent only a small fraction
of the energy requirements per passenger mile. However,
during the period of construction work, it may represent con-
siderable energy_ requirement peaks which, in addition, might
occur just at the time of acute shortages.
Section 2.0 describes the mission scenarios utilized and
ground rules employed in this study. Section 3.0 summarizes
the data ba_ surveyed for the study and lists the data actu-
ally employed (e.g., vehicle fuel consumption rates, passenger
icad factors, vehicle weight and power characteristics, etc.}.
Section 4.0 discusses the results of the energy consumption
comparison for the different scenarios and the interplay of
advanced technology and various operstional and design vari-
ables on helicopter energy consumption. In addition, a typi-
cal advanced technology helicopter (see ReferenQe 5) is
described. Appendix A contains a brief description of the
_ 4
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V/STOL Aircraft Sizing and Performance Computer Program
(VASCOMP II) and the Helicopter Sizing and Performance Com-
puter Program (_SCOMP) utilized in this study. Appendix B
provides a summary of study data results in tabular form.
Appendix C presents a description of an advanced technology
helicopter utilized in this study. It should be emphasized
that this study is limito_ to passenger opeE ations only, and
no freight-carrying aspects are considered.
5
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2.0 MISSION _¢ENARIOS
2.1 Ground Rules
The mission scenarios employed in this study are summarized in
Table 2.1. With the exception of scenario IV, all are based
on realistic operating conditions in the Northeast Corridor.
As indicated by Table 2.2, the distances travelled by the
ground transportation vehicles were generally greater than
those travelled by the air vehicles, due to the constraints of
geography imposed on them by the utilization of existing high-
ways/roadbeds. For example, scenarios I and II, which are
based on operations in the New York City Metropolitan area
exhibit ground travel distances approximately 30 to 40%
greater than the corresponding point-to-point air distances.
As noted in Table 2.3, not all study vehicles are compared in
all mission scenarios. Those vehicles selected for comparison
in a particular scenario represent those most likely to be
used in a realistic situation. For example, for mission
scenario I, which is essentially an air taxi operation with
individual flight legs as short as I0 n.mi., it makes little
sense to include a fixed-wing aircraft, such as the 737-100 in
the ccm,parison, since they are not readily employable in this
type of operation. In the New York area and other areas, such
as San Francisco, the helicopter performs a specialized link
6
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An the air transport system and can only be successful where a
combination of factors exist, primarily where more than one
major airport exists in combination with geographical bar, iers
or other traffic obstructions. A bus would be far superior to
the helicopter or taxi from an energy consideration but would
be totally infeasible for meeting airplane connections and wa_
therefore, not considered in this scenario. Similarly,
mission scenario IV, because of geographical requirements
(operation over the open sea), does not require comparison of
other than air or marine vehicles.
lO
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2.2 Mission Scenario Description
2.2.1 The Very Short Haul Mission Scenario
As noted in Figure 2.1, the Very Short Haul Mission Scenario
is based on operations in the New York Metropolitan area. The
helicopter operations are based on statistical data obtained
from New York Airways, Inc. (NYA). These statistics (for the month
of May 1973) show that NYA helicopters operate over thirteen
different routes averaging 55.5 n.mi. per route. On closer
inspection, one particular route is observed to be used more
frequently (68 times a week) than any of the others. This
route, illustrated by Figure 2.2 is the one selected for use
in this scenario. Table 2.4 shows the time (based on NYA
statistics) spent on the ground (engines running) at each
stop and the distance flown between stops. The corresponding
ground transportation route, illustrated by Figure 2.3, is
based on selection of the most convenient existing major high-
way arteries between stops (JFK, LaGuardia, etc.). Note
especially the circled areas on the map. These indicate
natural geographic features (the East and Hudson Rivers) which
in the case of an accident or traffic congestion on the bridge
or tunnel crossing them, represent potential barriers to
ground traffic, resulting in serious delays and/or complete
blockage of normal movement, and consequent large increases
in energy expenditure. Table 2.5 illustrates the time spent
at each stop and the ground vehicle speeds and distances
between stops.
_' 2.2.2 Inter;_ediate Short Haul Mission Scenario
This scenario as illustrated by Figure 2.4 is an offshoot of
Ii
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the Very Short Haul scenario. It is th_ longest route flown
by NYA and is only operated three times a _eek. Table 2.6
shows the time (based on NYA statistics) spent on the ground
(engines running} at each stop and the distance flown between
stops.
The corresponding ground route, incorporating the Very Short
Haul ground route but extending to Morristown, N. J., is
illustrated by referring to Figures 2.3 and 2.5. Table 2.7
provides the time spent at each stop and the ground vehicle
speeds and distances between stops. Additionally, a hypo-
thetical mission scenario based on covering the same distance
overall, but making fewer stops has been derived. Table 2.8
outlines the air vehicle time and distance characteristics
for this scenario.
2:_.3 Short Haul Mission Scenario
As noted by Figure 2.6, the short haul mission scenario is
based on operation in the Northeast Corridor between
Washington, D. C. and New York City. The flight profile
utilized by the helicopters assumes the use of an advanced
V/STOL aircraft Air Traffic Control (ATC} system defined in
Reference 3. This system operates independently of existing
fixed wing ATC systems, providing direct airport to airport
18
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service with no traffic delays due to interaction with C,'OL
aircraft. Figure 2.7 illustrates the helicopter flight pro-
file. Specific details as to area navigation waypoints and
other details of the navigation system can be obtained from
Reference 3. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 outline the fixed wing air-
craft flight profiles. These were arrived at after conversa-
tions with commercial CTOL operators (United Air Lines,
Allegheny Air Lines).
Table 2.9 describes the ground vehicle route, time, distance,
and speed for the short-haul route scenario.
2.2.4 Oil Riq Scenario
Mission scenario IV assumes operation over the open sea to
provide transportation of equipment and personnel to offshore
oil rigs. Study vehicles compared include both marine (boats,
ACV) and air (helicopter vehicles). In the case of the marine
vehicles, direct point to point operation with no delays due
to weather is assumed. The operating radius and helicopter
flight profile employed were selected on the basis of conver-
sations with Petroleum Helicopters, _nc. (PHI) . Figure 2.10
illustrates the typical radius of operation superimposed on a
map of the Gulf of Mexico. Figure 2.11 sun1_arizes the hell-
copter flight path characteristics.
24
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i2000' ArT CRUISE
_/ _ CRUIS E
1200' ALT _'_C%
i '_' CRUISE
TAKEOFF l LAND
.d- 176.2 N.M°
......... 182.9 N.M. _-
-_ 204 N.M. _-
.._. 206. i N .M. -- --,""
........... 21C N.M. ""
.£ ..............
START AT WASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT
i. LOAD, TAXI OUT AIRCRAFT (A/C) - i0 MINUTES (MIN)
2. HOVER FOR 2 MIN AT SEA LEVEL STANDARD (SL STD)
3. CLIMB TO 700 FEET (FT) ALTITUDE (ALT) (STD DAY)
REACHING 700 FT AT 2.1 NAUTICAL MILES (N.M.) FROM
START
4. CONTINUE CLIMB TO 20O0FT ALT (STD DAY) REACHING
2000 FT AT 7.0 N.M. FROM START
5. CRUISE AT 990/0BEST RANGE SPEED (99% VNMPP ) AT 2000
FT (STD) TO 176.2 N.M.
6. DESCEND TO 1200 FT ALT (STD DAY) REACHING 1200 FT
AT 182.9 N.M.
7. CRUISE AT 990/0VNMPP AT 1200 FT (STD) TO 204 N.M.
8. DESCEND TO 700 FT ALT (STD DAY) REACHING 700 FT AT
206.1 N.M.
9. CRUISE TO 210 N.M. AT 99% VNMPP AT 700 FT ALT (STD)
10.DESCEND TO SL STD AT 500 FEET PER MINUTE (FPM) AT
60 TO 80 }<NOTS (KTS) IN SPIRAL DESCENT
II.HOVER FOR 2 MIN AT SL STD
12.TAXI IN, UNLOAD (A/C) - I0 MIN
n i
FIGURE 2.7 HELICOPTER MISSION PROFILE
SHORT HAUL MISSION SCENARIO
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2. CLIMB TO i0,000 FT AT 250 KT EQUIVALENT AIRSPEED
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3. CLIMB TO 23,000 FT AT 320 KT EAS
4. CLIMB TO 25,000 FT AT .73 MACH
5. CRUISE OUT TO 150 N.M. AT .73 MACH (439.2 KTS
TRUE AIRSPEED, TAS) AT 25,000 FT
6. DESCEND TO 23,000 FT AT ,73 MACH
7. DESCEND TO I0,_00 FT AT 320 KT EAS
8. DESCEND TO SL AT 250 KT EAS (MISSION TERMINAL RANGE
IS 225 N.M.)
_i 9. TAXI FOR 4.5 MIN (SL, STD)
(ENTIRE MISSION FLC_TN AT STD DAY)
, i !
FIGURE 2.8 FIXED WING AIRCRAFT (TURBOFAN) MISSION PROFILE
SHORT HAUL MISSION SCENARIO
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20,000' ALT CRUISE
/ 297 KTAS
\%
TAKEOFF _ I_ND
b L• 225 N.M.
START AT WASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT
i. TAXI FOR 6.5 MIN
2. CLIMB TO 20,000 FT AT MAX RATE OF CLIMB
(R/C) NORMAL RATED POWER (NRP)
3. CRUISE AT 20,000 FT AT 297 -KT TAS
4. D_SCENTTO S._. (MISSION_E_I_A_ RANGEIS
22_ N.M.)
5. TAXI FOR 4.5 MIN (SL, STD)
FIGURE 2.9 FIXED WING AIRCRAFT (TURBOPROP) MISSION PROFILE
SHORT HAUL MISSION SCENARIO
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TABLE 2.9 GROUND VEHICLE (Ab_fOMOBILE, BUS) MISSION
DATA FOR SHORT HAUL MISSION SCENARIO
"I ' " ' --
TYPE OF DRIVING LOC_TION DISTANCE/SPEED
Urban Lea_'±ng Washington 2 MI/15 _H
National Airport
Urban City Streets to Highway 6 MI/20 MPH
Intercity Route 495 9 MI/45 MPH
Intercity Baltimore-Washington Parkway! 29 MI/50 MPH
Intercity 1-95 to N. J. Turnpike 70 MI/50 ZP_H
Intercity N.J. Turnpike to Exit 13 105 MI/55 MPH
Intercity Exit 13 to Belt Parkway Ii MI/50 _H
Intercity Belt Parkway tc JFK Inter- 17 MI/45 MPH
national Airport
Urban Enter JFK International 3 MI/15 MPH
Airport
NOTE:
Distance is in statute miles.
Speed is in MPH.
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h. iooSTaTWEMI. J
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4. DZSCEND AT MAX. RATE OF DESCENT, i000 FPM IN
SPIRAL DESCENT
5. HOVER FOR 2 MIN. AT SL, STD & LAND
* SIMPL_ UNCONSTRAINED FLIGHT PATH c
BASED ON CC IVERSATIONS WITH
PETROLEUM HELICOPTERS, _NC. (PHI}
' ..... tl .ill .....
FIGI/RE 2.11 HELICOPTER MISSION PROFILE - OIL RIG SCENARIO*
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3.0 DATA BASIS
3.1 Literature Surveyed
The data used as a basis for this study has been derived from
three categories. These are:
(I) Currently existing reports and technical
papers dealing with energy consumption and
related subjects.
(24 Actual operational data.
(3) Inforlaal conversations with aircraft/helicopter
operators.
3.2 Ground Vehicle Characteristics
3.2.1 Automobiles
Table 3.1 illustrate_ typical vehicle fuel consumption rates
for automobiles obtained from several data sources. The first
set of data (See Reference 1 ) does not reflect any sensitiv-
ity to the type of driving (urban or intercity), or the
vehicle speed. It does, however, provide some indication of
fuel consumption variation with automobile market classes.
The second set of data was obtained from actual comparative
road testing of several 1973 Model year automobile classes
in an intercity driving situation. The third set of data
(Reference ]0 ) was obtained from two sources, the intercity
driving data being obtained from Chrysler Corp. test data
and the urban driving data comlng from the results of the
Federal Test Procedure Driving (FTPD) cycle.
Table 3.2 is a listing, by market class and model year of
31
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!the average loaded weight of automobiles in use in the U.S.
Typical brand name 1973 model year automobiles which fall
into the two market classes used in this study (Standard and
Compact) are listed in Table 3.3.
Table 3.4 illustrates the results of the Federal Test Pro-
cedure Driving (FTPD) cycle as a function of automobile
weight and model year. This cycle consists of a 23 min.,
7.5 mi. test under simulated commuter-type urban driving
conditions. Top speed attained is 57 mph, with the average
speed about 20 mph.
In the case of automobiles, as stated in Ref. 2, direct con-
sumption of gasoline is only part of the automotive energy
picture. Indirectly - to manufacture, sell, maintain, repair,
insure, refine petroleum, and build highways for it - the
automobile consumes about 3/5 as much energy as it does
directly in gasoline. It is obvious that in a comparison of
the indirect energy consumption of helicopters (as well as
other aircraft) with automctive vehicles, some charges may be
common to both categories. However, the level of energy ex-
penditure for sales, insurance, etc., for helicopters would
probably be lower than for automobiles. Furthermore, energy
required for the construction of highways would be much high-
, er than that required for the preparation of heliports.
!
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Table 3.5 shows the total energy requirements for automobiles
in the U.S. as presented in Reference 2. Note that highway
construction alone consumes 1 x 1015 BTU per year, or an
additional 11.2% (1/8.94) above that consumed in direct opera-
tion. Thus, it would appear that at least 15% of the dlrectly
consumed energy can be additionally charged to the direct
operating energy expenditure of automotive vehicles to
account for highway construction and other indireut expendi-
tures not required for helicopters, in order to appreciate
the importance of the absolute value of energy used each year
on highway construction, it is safficient to note that 1015
BTU amounts to about 2.4 x 108 barrels of diesel fuel per
year, or 8.7 x 105 per day.
Table 3.6 lists bus fuel consumption data from several of the
documents surveyed in the literature search. As can be seen,
data from all sources surveyed are remarkably consistent.
The values selected for use in this study (indicated in T_ble
3.7) are for a 46 passenger Eagle Coach as operahed by Contl-
nental Trailways. It should be pointed out that these data
can be considered quite typical of intercity buses in use in
the U. S. As noted in Reference 10, government regulations
, prescribed vehicle external dimensions and engine sizes, so
that although different bus lines rely on various coach
manufacturers for their equipment, the resulting vehicles are
very similar in size and performance.
37
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TABLE 3.5 TOTAL EL_ERGY REQUIRE_..NTS FOR
AUTOMOBILES IN THE UNITED STATES
(IC 15 BTU)
GASOLINE CONSUMPTION 8.94
GASLINE REFINING AND RETAIL SALES 2.07
OIL CONSUMPTION, REFINING, RETAIL SALES 0.11
AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURING 0.80
AUTOMOBILE RETAIL SALES 0.21
REPAIRS, M_INTENANCE, PARTS 0.37
PARKING, GARAGING 0.44
TIRE M_/qUFACTURING AND RETAIL SALES 0.23
INSURANCE 0.31
HIG}fWAY CONSTRUCTION I. 00
TOTAL 14.48
[
NOTE: This data is for calendar year 1970 and is based
on the following sources:
(i) Federal Highway Administration, "Highway
Statistics, 1970"
(2) U.S. Bureau of the Census, "Statistical
Abstract of the U.S., 1971"
(3) Federal Highway Administration, "Cost of
Operating an Automobile'; Feb. 1970
(4) Automobile Manufacturers Assn., "Automobile
Facts and Figures, 1971"
(5) American Petroleum Institute, "Petroleum
Facts & Figures", 1971
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TABLE 3.7 GROUND VEHICLE FUEL CONSUMPTION
VALUES SELECTED FOR STUDY
URBAN INTERCITY
VEHICLE DRIVING DRIVING
,. ,| n
STD. 9.5 S.M./GAL* 13.0 S_M./GAL**
AUTO. (PER VEHICLE) (PER VEHICLE)
.. , n| ,
COMPACT 14.1 S.M./GAL* 17.5 S.M_/GAL**
AUTO. (PER VEHICLE) (PER VEHICLE)
[
BUS 4.2 S.M./GAL** 7.0 S.M./GAL**
(PER VEHICLE) (PER VEHICLE)
(.656 GAL/HR - IDLE)
NOTE: DURING COMPUTATION OF FUEL USED IN MSN
SCENARIOS, 10% PENALTY ADDED TO ACCOUNT
FOR CURVES, HEADWINDS, ETC.
* BASED ON DOT FEDERAL TEST PROCEDURE DRIVING CYCLE DATA
** BASED ON ACTUAL VEHICLE TEST DATA
40
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Energy consumption for a typical train is based on data devel-
oped in Reference i0. This data, in turn, was calculated based
on the performance and operational characteristics of the
Penn Central Metroliner, operating between Washington, D.C.
a, New York City.
3.3 Air Vehicle Characteristics
Of the air vehicles chosen for comparison, the S-61L, Convair
580, and Boeing 737 represent aircraft techn-logy of the 1960
time period. The Boeing Vertol Model 347-108 helicopter is
also representative of 1960 technology, but with updates in the
area of propulsion and controls. The TH-100 (92.3) is repre-
sentative of a vehicle designed to utilize advanced technology,
and is based on technology trends projected for the 1985 time
period. Although not considered in this study, it is conceiv-
able that the future will bring substantial improvements in
CTOL aircraft fuel consumption. Table 3.8 provides fuel con-
sumption values for the engines utilized by the air vehicles
referenced to sea level standard. Note that these are for
reference only. The actual fuel consumption during the mission
is dependent on aircraft throttle settings employed during the
mission. Table 3.9 is a summary of study vehicle characteris-
tics (i.e., %_ight, installed power, etc.).
3.4 Passenger Load Factor Selection
Table 3.10 illustrates the range of load factors values ob-
tained (and their sources) from tbe literature surveyed.
From these data, the load factors shown in Table 3.11 were
selected for use in the study. Load factors actually
41
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TABLE 3.9 STUDY VEHICLE CHA_ACTEPISTICS
C
L VEHICLE TYPICAL EMPR'Y INSTALLED NO. PASS.
A GW WEIGHT POWER OF CAPAC.
S (LB) (LB) (HP) ENGINES
T S-61L 19,000 11,191 3068 2 28
/
S 347-i08-I 52, I00 32,816 17740 2 50
H
A 347-i08-II 52,100 31,656 8870 2 50
F
T 347-i08-Iia 52,100 31,656 8873 2 50
H TH-100 (92 .3) 67,175 40, J81 14472 3 I00
E
L
O
S
T/FAN 737-100 lll,000 59,650 28,000 LB 2 112
F/W (THRUST)
A/C
T/PROP CONVAIR 54,600 32,333 7500 2 53
F/W 58O
A/C
DIESEL BUS 38,00O - 290 1 46
GASOo STD 4,900 - 250 1 5
AUTO
GASOo COMPACT 3,400 - 140 1 4
AUTO
ELECTRXC TRAIN 186,000" - 2400* 4* 386
* PER METROLINER CAR
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1 1 1 I 'I 1
• (,2TABLE 3.10 TYPICAL PASSENGER VEHICLE LOAD FACI©:_
TYPE OF VEHICLE LOAD FACIOR
AUTOMOBILE 2 28_ (1.4 pass/car)
AUTOMOBILE I0 30% (1.5 pass/car)
TAX! II 24% (1.2 pass/car)
PUBLIC TRANSPOLT 2 20%
(BUS, ETC.)
HEL ICOPTZ R 50 .5%
AUTOMOBILE 2 48%, (2.4 pass/car)
AL_2OMOBILE Ir 52,% (2.6 pass/car)
AUTOMOBILE 44% (2.2 pass/car)
H 2,7U BUS 1' 40-"_ 45%
TRAIN I'2'7 33 --_35%
AIR V_HICLES 45 --_80)i
(HELICOPTER AND
FIXE D-WING )
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TABLE 3.11 VEHICLE LOAD FACTORS SELECTED FOR STUDY
F , = . , = -
TYPE OF VEHICLE LOAD FACTOR
AUTOMOBILE 1.2 pass,/car
m
PUBLIC TRANSPORT
(BUS, ETC. ) 207_
HELICOPTER 50.5_
AUTOMOBILE 2.2 pass/car
BU S 4 5Yo
TRAIN 35%
_2
AIR VEHICLES 60,70,80,100%
H (HELICOPTER &
FIXED-WING)
_5
i
I
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encountered depend on many operational and psychological
factors. Where public transportation is concerned, it is
usually _apossible to adjust the number of seats available to
the fluctuations of the traffic flow between rush hours and
slack periods. For this reason, the average load factors of
urban public transportation is relatively low.
In inter-urban transportation, the load factors of railroads
and buses are somewhat higher, but still appear lower than in
short-haul aviation. The automobile shows quite low statisti-
cal load factors, both in urban and inter-urban transportation
(1.2 to 1.4 passengers/vehicle in the first case and less than
2 in the second one). These low load factors are strongly
influenced by psychological aspects which, until recently,
represented an accepted way of life. Because of the extreme
operational flexibility of the automobile and, until recently,
very small out-of-pocket costs (in 1970, amounting to about
5¢ _er mile in urban and 2¢ per mile in inter-urban travel),
there is a natural tendency to use the automobile regardless
of whether there is a need or simply a desire to move from one
place to another. The increasing cost of qasoline, parking,
road tolls, etc., may change or curtail the indiscriminate
use of automobiles and thus, contribute to an increase of the
load factor. However, as indicated in Reference 2, statistics
c obtained for 1970 show a nationwide average factor of 1.9
passengers per car and 1.4 in urban operations. Surveys
5
conducted in New York in 1973-74 :reported in Reference II)
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gives an even lower figure of 1.2 passengers per vehicle as
a level for urban load factor.
It should be noted that the assumption of a 35% passenger load
factor for the train compared in the short haul scenario does
not necessarily reflect the actual operational load factor
values for the Metroliner itself, but only the observed load
factors for typical intercity trains in the period 1950-4_1970,
as reported in References i, 2 and 7. In fact, current obser-
vations ef passengers riding the Metroliner between New York
City and Washington, D. C. would support the assumption of
load factors on the order of 60-_-80%. Therefore, in the
short haul mission scenario comparison, energy consumption
values are illustrated for the train at both 35 and 80%
passenger load factors.
For the very short haul scenarie, the 50.5% _oad factor used
is based on actual operational data obtained from New York
Airways. Table 3.12 illustrates typical variations in pas-
senger load factors as reported by the CAB. These numbers
serve to illustrate the variation in passenger load factor
that occurs when the overall average data is broken down and
compared in different ways. However, even these "broken down"
numbers reflect an overall average of the various stage length
routes within a given category. Therefore, s_nce load factors
for individual routes were so difficult to isolate, energy
' consumption values for the various air vehicles were computed
for a range of assumed load factors (60-o-I00%).
47
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4.0 RESULTS
4.1 Mission Scenario Energy Consumption Calculations
Energy Intensity, referred to in the following sectiens is a
measure of the energy consumed per unit passenger carried an_
unit distance travelled, o;
Energy Consumed
Energy Intensity = Passenger x Distance
carried travelled
where the energy consumed is calculated from the amount of fuel
consumed times the fuel heati_ value. Table 4.1 lists the heating
values obtained from the literature search, used in this stud':'.
Fuel consumption for the rotary-wing and fixed-wing aircraft
was calculated, based on the Mission scenarios, using the
HESCOMP and VASCOMP II computer programs, respectively.
(see Appendix A and References 17 and 18) Fuel consumption
for the surface transportation vehicles was calculated using
the vehicle miles per gallon and mission scenarios discussed.
4.1.i Very Short Haul Mission Scenario
, L
Figure 4.1 illustrates the comparative energy expenditures of
the vehicles considered in this study on the vers" short haul
mission scenario. As discussed previously, the mission scenario
(including air and ground routes) and helicopter passenger load
factor (50.5%) utilized is based on New York Airways' opera-
tional eata. The automobile passenger lo_d factor (1.2 passen-
gers/vehicle) is based on statistical surveys of urban driving
habits. The dashed llne increment added to the bar charts for
49
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the three ground vehicles compared reflects the added incre-
ment in energy (15%) required if the indirect energy expendi-
tures (road construction, etc.) dlsc,'=sed previously ar_
considered.
The NYA-Taxi bar chart was obtained from the results of a
recent study conducted for New York Airways. Note that the
energy consumption is approximately 20% higher than that of
the standard size automobile considered in the present study.
This serves to illustrate the variation in results that is
possible due to variation in automobile fuel consumption,
wnich is heavily influenced by factors such as model year,
vehicle maintenance, etc.
Note that if the helicopter passenger load factor was increased
to approximately 75%, the energy intensity of the standard-
size automobile and helicopter would be equal.
Figure 4.2 illustrates comparative energy consumption related
on a "useful" energy intensity basis.
As previously noted, energy intensity is simply a measure of
energy consumed per passenger - mile. Therefore, useful energy
intensity, by definition, implies that not all energy expended
by a vehicle performs a useful task (i.e. part of it is wasted).
For the purpose of this study, useful energy intensity will be
_ determined on the basis of useful mileage travelled. As a,.
example, consider the following. In the very short haul i-
52
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mission scenario, the ratio of surface/air miles travelled
is 1.3. The increased surface mileage between the startlng
point and the final destination is simply a reflection of
physical constraints (e.g. geographical features, existing
roadways, etc.) on surface travel between these two points.
In comparison, the helicopter is subject to none of these
constraints and follows a straight line path between the start-
ing and ending points. Therefore, in z_y comparison of ground
and air vehicles, the extra ground mileage travelled relative
to the air mileage must be considered wasted since it in no
way adds to that vehicle's ability to perform its function,
but instead constitutes a penalty.
In this scenario, the useful ground mileage is only 77%
(1/1.3) of the total surface distance travelled. Rereferencing
the ground vehicle energy intensity data of Figure 4.1 (The
helicopter data remains unchanged, since 100% of its travel
distance is useful.) in terms of useful distance travelled,
viz
Energy Consumed
Useful Energy Int nsity = Passenger x Useful Dlstance
Carried Travelled
results in the data of Figure 4.2. When considered on thls
basis, the helicopter is competitive with the automobile,
and is in fact superior when compared with the NYA-Taxi Study
data.
%'
The last bar graph in Figure 4.2 represents the energy con-
sumption of a taxi when empty miles are subtracted from the
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useful mileage. (Empty miles are those miles driven by the
taxi in which no passenger is carried, say between fare_.)
4.1.2 Intermediate Short Haul Mission Scenario
Figure 4.3 illustrates the relative energy consumption employed
in a hypothetical intermediate short-haul mission. The data
for the New York Airways intermediate short-haul mission
described in Section 2.2.2 is not shown as it inc!: _ed an un-
realistic number of stops resulting in an increase in fuel
consumption over the very short-haul scenario. In additisn to
the other ground vehicles, a diesel-powered intercity bus i3
added for comparison. Even though possessing poor vehicle
fuel consumption (4.2 mpg [statute] - urban driving, 7.0 mpq
[statute] - intercity driving), because of the larger number
of passengers carried, (compared to the automobile), the re-
sulting energy intensity of the bus is quite low. Its maDor
disadvantage, as with all ground vehicles, however, are the
physical constraints placed upon it by having to operate with-
in existing raodways, with consequent wasted miles and in-
creased travel times.
The hypothetical _nterl_ediate short-haul mission scenario more
_ accurately reflects the flight time/block time ratio that
would be expected in an intermediate short-haul mission. This
55
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scenario has t}le same stage length, but eliminates some of the
stopovers, resulting in an increase in the fliqht time/q.>lock
time (71.8%) ratio. Figure 4.3 illustrates the relative
energy consumption of the vehicles emplo}'ed in this modified
scenario. Note that the energy intensity is now less than
that for the Very Short Haul mission scenario and the helicop-
ter is much more competitive with the eutomobile. :_ure 4.4
illustrates the useful energy intensity of the study vehicles
for both the primary and modified Inte'.mediate Short Haul
Mission Scenarios.
Note that on a useful energy basis, the helicopter operating
at a 50.5% load factor with the modified mission scenario is
definitely superior to the standard size automobile.
4.1.3 Short Haul Mission Scenario
Figure 4.5 shows the relative energy consumptlon of vehicles
employed in the short haul mission scenario. As outlined pre-
v:{ously in Section 3.4, .!1 passenger load factors are based
on results quoted from references surveyed during the litera-
ture search. Note that energy consumption data for a train
has been included in this _-omparison. Energy consumption data
_ for this train, an improved metroliner, was obtained from
Reference i0.
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Note that with the increase in flight time/block time ratio
(82.2%), helicopter energy consumption has decreased. To in-
dicate the potential for improvement in helicopter energy con-
sumption, an advanced technology tandem rotor helicopter
(covered in more detail in Section 4.2.1 and Reference 5) is
included in the co_,parison.
As discussed previously, helicopters utilize an Air Traffic
Control (ATC) network which is independent of the conventional
aircraft air traffic control system resulting in direct air-
port to airport travel with no delays. The fixed wing aircraft
data presented assumes a representative maneuvering (or traffic
pattern) time of ]3 rain., and with extreme weather or traffic
conditions actuai delays of 1/2 hour or more, with resulting
large increases in energy consumption, are possible. Figures
4.6 and 4.7 show fixed-wing aircraft energy intensity as a
function of maneuver time. Figure 4.8 shows vehicle energy
consumption in terms of "useful" energy. In actual operations,
the helicopter could be further enhanced over fixed-wing air-
craft anu trains by operating from multiple near city-center
heliports eliminating substantial amounts of ground transport
%'
energy that would be expended by travelers traveling to sub-
urban airports or a single train station.
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4.1.4 Oil Riq Mission Scenario
Figure 4.9 illustrates the comparative energy expenditures of
the vehicles operating in the oil rig mission scenario. As
previously stated, the mission scenario is based on conversa -
tions with Petroleum Helicopters Inc. It is noteworthy that
for this type of mission, the operator is more concerned with
speed (minimizing travel time to the destination) than with
possible economies in energy consumption. This is because of
the high cost of labor and the resultant high costs incurred
during delays in oil drilling operations.
The motor launch energy consumption is based o_ aata from
Reference 8. The Bell Sk-5 ACV energy consumption is based
on data from References 13 and 14. As shown in Figure 4.10,
the vehicles with the lowest block time also exhibit the low-
est energy intensity.
4.1.5 S61L Helicopter Enerqy Consumption Summary
Figure 4.11 is a summary plot of the energy intensity of the
S-61L helicopter when operated on the three major mission
scenarios. For reference, the 100% load factor level is noted
, in addition to the assumed study load factors. Table 4.2 re-
lates energy intensity to helicopter flight/block time frac-
tion. As might be expected, energy intensity decreases as a
64
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larger percentage of the helicoptez_ block time is spent in
forward flight.
4.2 Effect of Technoloqy Improvements oi: Helicopter Enerq_
Consumption
It is cle=r, upon examination of the resul_s of Section 4.1,
that the helicopter can derive benefits from infusions of ad-
vanced technology. The question is, "How great are the poten-
tial savings in energy consumption for a given level of
technology?" Figure 4.12 gives an indication of the poten-
tial!y realizable reductions in energy consumption. This
figure was obtained by computing the energy consumption of a
1960 technology level "S-61L '° type helicopter operated at 100K
load factor on the short haul mission. The aircraft was
assumed to operate with a reduced level 06_ parasite drag, fuel
flow, _nd empty weight.
Table 4.3 illustrates the range of energy consumption values
reflected by Figure 4.12. The reduction in energy consumption
indicated by this figure and table _hould in no way be con-
sidered the maximum possible reduct_.on, but only an indica_ ion
of the possible reduction, since it does not reflect additional
gains obtained through resizing and optimizing a conf_gJrati3n
to take full advantag_ of technical advances.
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Bearing in mind the limitations upon which Figure 4.12 is
based, it is of interest tD eyamine the potential energy con-
sumption of an advanced technology helicopter with realistic
drag, fuel consumption, and empty weight levels. _+:
+
Figure 4.13 illustrates some typical parasite drag trends. !
i
Note the pGsition of the S-61L. Assume this helicopter is
'4
"cleaned up" sufficiently (with no change in DGW) so that it
(
iies on trend line number on _. This would z__present a 43%
reduction in _arasite drag.
i
+
Figure 4.14 izlustrates projected improvements in engine SFC
as a function of year. Movement from a 1960 to 1985 tech-
noiog _- b _e results in a 32% reduction in fuel consumpticn.
Assuming chat the portion of helicopter empty weight attri-
butable to structur_1 component_ is 40%, a 25% reduction in
structure weight, due to the use of composite materials, !
results in a 10% overall reduction in empty weight.
s Extrapolating from the values shown on Figure 4.12 results in
[
: an energy intensity le-_-1 of 3840 BTU/pass-N.M., a 40% reduc- :
*j
tion from the 1960 level. It is of interest to note that uhe
advanced tandem roto_ helicopter (TH-100) i_, the short haul
mission scenario has an energy intensity of 4597 BTU/pass-N.M.
72 i'
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installation, landing gear, etc.
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q
Figure 4.13 Typical Parasite Drag Trends
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at 100% load factor. The fact that the value for the TH-100
is higher than the extrapolated value based on Figure 4.12
reflects differences in _izing gr3und rules (e.g., thc require-
ment to hover one engine out at design gross weight) and the
more realistic interpla,, of technical benefits and penalties
actually involved in the resizing process. Relaxation of the
hover, one engine out, sizing ground rule and the resizing of
a 2 engine version of the TH-100 results in a helicopter with
an energy intensity of 4136 BTU/pass-N.M.
Appendix C gives a brief description of the advanced tandem
rotor helicopter (TH-100). For a more complete description,
see Reference 5.
4.3 Effect of Safety Requirements on Helicopter Energy
Consumption
Designing a helicopter to meet hover one engine inoperative
. (OE_) requirements can incur seve;_, energy consumption penal-
- ties because of the resultant engine oversizing. This effect
is most notic:able in cruise flight where, because of the
oversized engines, the throttle setting_ (ratio of power re-
quired/power available) are very low, with a consequent in-
crease "- SFC (see Figure 4.15). This situation can be par-
tially offset in the sizing process by increasing the number
_ of engines/configuration. For example, if a helicopter is
75
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sized to meet the OEI requirement with only two engines, each
_ engine must be capable of providing 100% more power under
i hover OEI conditions. If three engines are specified, this
_ requirement drops to 5_, and if four engines are used, each
;_I engine must only be oversized by 33%. However, although thisresults in more favorable energy consumption characteristics,
potential maintenance problems are multiplied.
Figure 4.16 illustrates the effects of safety requirements on
?
i helicopter energy consumption The first bar qraph depicts
!} the energy consumption of the 347 - i08-I, and is representa-
•_ tive of a 1960 technology helzcopter, constantly improved and
_i; updated and re-engined with the current available advanced
engine (Allison T-791). This engine is capable of providing
the helicopter with sufficient power to meet and, in fact,
exceed hover OEI requirements with a full load of 50 passen-[
_ acts. Note that by halving the engine sizu of the 347 - i08-I
• -, (would result in a loss of hover QE! capability), a 15% reduc-
} tion in energy consumption is realized
- .
As note_, in Section 4.2, the potential for much qreater im-
pz:,vement in energy consumption th_n shown in Figure 4.16
• exists with a helicopter designed from "the ground up" to
;_._ fully realize the benefits of advanced technology. By wa;, of
,_ illustration, consider the 4tn and 5th bar graphs in Figure 4.16. ;
i 77
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Bar graph four shows the energy consumption of the TH-100
(referred to in Appendix C and also Reference 5). This heli-
copter, sized to meet a hover OEI requirement with a full load
of i00 passengers and utilizing the advanced technology des-
cribed previously, exhibits an energy consumption 47% less than
the 50 passenger 347-i08-I. Resizing the TH-IO0 (92.3) with
,! two engines and no hover OEI capability results in a further
: 11% reduction as shown by the last bar graph. It should be
noted that all configurations' energy consumption were analyzed
c
based on the short haul mission scenario and an assumed load
factor of 60%. It should further be emphasized that all future
passenger-carrying transport helicopter._ must meet proper
(safety) (engine out in hover) requirements. Conse%uently, the
associated energy consumption aspects should be considered in
: the preliminary design phase.
4.4 Effect of Miscellaneous Deslqn Variables on Ener_
Consu_
Table 4.4 illustrates vehicle energy intensity as a function of
power loading. Now
7.
Energy Intensity_ [W/N} SFC
_ where :
(W/N) = v, .cle gross weight-tc-passengers carried ratio
(W/De) = vehicle weight-to-equivalent drag ratio
(at vehicle cruise speed)
i SFC = powerplant specific fuel consumption (at vehicle
, cruise speed) (ib fuel/hour/horsepower)
i_ It is apparent that the vehicle (W/De) ratio exerts an impor-
tant effect on vehicle energy intensity. For ground vehicles
b
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such as automobiles, buses, and trains, (W/De) is very h_gn
since De is but a small fraction of W (based on vehicle rolling
friction) plus a small increment of aerodynamic drag. Fcr air
vehicles, the requirement to provide sufficient lift to offset
weight (thus adding a "lift induced drag" component to the
_i basic vehicle aerodynamic drag) results in c _iderably
smaller W/De's as compared to the ground vehicles. For example,
< typical ground vehicle W/De's are on the order of I00. In
comparison, fixed-wing aircraft generally exhibit W/De's on
the order of 8--10 and helicopters 3--5. Thus, ?he combinations
: 9_. increasing cruise speed and decreasing W/De results in an
ever increasing installed power requirement (shown by the trend
to decreasing weight/installed powe_ ratio from ground vehicle
to air vehicle (see Table 4.4). However, because of the heli-
copters unique requirement for hovering flight, its engine
size may be dictated accordingly, as compared to the other
vehicles whose engine sizes are dictated, in general, by
cruise acceleration requirements.
Air vehicles have increased flexibility and greater speed
_ potential than comparable ground vehicles, but this is ob-
J
i rained at the expense of considerably lower W/De ratios, and,
therefore, results in greater energy intensity. This trend
_ cannot be reversed. However, it is possible, in the case of
_! helicopters, as well as fixed wing aircraft (Reference 15) to
reduce its effect somewhat -
First, engine specific fuel consumption can "_ reduced through /
ii the use of advanced technology. A glance at Figure 4.14 _
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indicates, however, that any future gains in SFC £eduction
may be small for the effort expended. Perhaps, as far as
fuel consumption is concerned, even more important is th_ manner
in which engines are sized and operated. Recalling Figure
4.15, it noted that if a configuration's engines are greatly
oversized, a correspondingly large penalty in fuel consumption
is incurred by operation at low throttle settings. Secondly,
: helicopter W/De can be increased by reducing parasite drag
i and increasing rotor efficiency. Finally, the passenger
capacity for a given gross weight can be increased (reduclng
W/N ratio) by reducing the empty/gross weight fraction. This
is obtained through the use of composite structures, advanced
lightweight avionlcs and control systems, reductions in rotor
and drive system weight thro/gh simplified design, etc.
i
The advanced technology tandem rotor helicopter (TH-100) listed
• in Table 4.4 is representative of a configurat_ _ to which
many of the techniques listed above have been applied to
reduce energy consumption.
Figure 4.17 illustrates the relative grouping of existi-g
fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft compared in terms of
passenger miles/gal, of fuel consumed. The lower range of the
helicopters reflects t_,= lower W/De'S and higher empty,_ross
weight fractions associated with current machines. The posi-
tion of the advanced technology tandem helicopter shows the
improvements in helicopter efficiency which can be obtained
through application of advanced technology to rotary-wing
aircraft. 82
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I Figure 4.18 presents a comparison of overall (total) trip
! times for various means of transportation. The time increment
along the abscissa of the plot repr_ _nts the total amount of
+ time expended in travel to and from the points of utilization
:t
I of _he vehicles being compared. Inherent in this plot are the
i following assumptions:||
(i) The automobile is within easy walking distance,
t
!i with a consequently small increment in travel|
Lime required.
-!
(2) Helicopters and hi-speed intercity trains operate
:
from terminals (perhaps mu!timodal) which are
conveniently accessible and widely dispersed
throughout metropolitan areas. Therefore, travel
times to and from these terminals is either by
automobiles or existing mass transit.
! (3) The conventional jet transport is operated from an
airport located on the periphery of a metropolitan
r
; area, with a consequent large increment in travel
_f time to and from the airport• This is deemed
realistic due to the operating requirements of
convent_Qnal jet transports (long runways, takeoff
and lan_h_ approach patterns located away from
heavily pOp_l_ted areas). Al_o ref_.ected in t_ s
k.
time increment-is the time required for bag_.ge and
• security che+c+kj, ;_boarding and passenger
inspection ' -+'_-_
84
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I At travel distances of approximately 150 statute miles the
total trip times f_r the automobile and train are c_nsiderab]y
greater than for the air vehicles. This reflects the slower
cruisu speeds of the ground vehicles. Up to 280 statute miles
the total trip time for the helicopter is less than thau of
the conventional jet t_ansport because of the time penalty
= associated witL getting to the airport. Beyond this point.
" however, the jet _ransport's higher cruise speed works to its
advantage.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
AS shown in Table 4.4, air vehicles, due to their inherent
higher _ov_r requirements (compared to ground vehicles) exhibit
higher energy intensities when comp_.ed solely on an energy
consumption basis Current levels of air vehicle _nergy inten- ,:
<
sity can be redfaced, however, througl, the infusion of advanced _
aeronautical technology into the design process, i_
!
Current day helicopters, if co,_pared to ground ,,enicles on the _
basis of useful enerqy utilizat.on (i.e., useftll miles tray- _
eled), are competitive with them, particularly if freed fr',im (_;
operation within the constraints of the existin 9 air traffic _ -_:
control system and their potential for reducing overall trip
time is taken into account. Helicopters operating from city
d
centers and disbu_sed heliports within a metropolitan area
also offer sub_L._ntial opportunity for reduced ground trans- .-
port energy requirement by reducing distances tO reach depar-
ture points. L_ areas where ground transportatiun systems do
. not pE&_er!tly exist (or surfa'-e geography precludes easy con-
stzuction of such" facilities), the helicopter 0ffezs the
• potential of both reduced travel times and lower overall " ,_
' energy conlumption than comparable surface transportation sys-
tem can achieve (assuming the energy con_u_ed for inl_ial c_n-
struction of such a system is considered). In addiction, uniqae _ :
87 ;:_
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missions exist (e.g., resupply of offshore oil rigs and log-
ging operations) _ich cannot be performed effectively by
other means of transportation.
TmDrove_nts in helicopter energy consumption can be accom-
plished through the utilization of advanced technology in the
areas of drag, structure weight, and powerplants. The "mix"
of these technology applications which results in the maximum
amount of energy consumption reduction for the minimum cost is
presently not known. It is suggested, therefore, that further
studies be conducted to quantify the relative costs and tech-
nical risks associated with the application of these various
technologies to the helicopter. It would then be possible to
define an optimum helicopter from both a cost and energy con-
sumption standpoint.
In particular, the following recommendations are made for
future studies:
i. Identify and quantify the technology areas that offer the
most cost effective means of reducing helicopter energy
consumptions.
| 2. D_velop the _igh payoff technologies so they can be incor-
porated into the next generation of tran_po, t helicopters.
88
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3. Based on the projected advanced technology levels of both
helicopters and other passenger vehicles, perform a study
to determine the optimum mix of vehicles required for an
integrated transportation system for key geographical
regions of _he United States.
c
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APPENDIX A
AIRCRAFT SIZING METHODS
The use of computerized aircraft sizing programs allows the
configuration analyst to rapidly and systematically assess
the effects of a multitude of design variables and display
their impact on overall vehicle size and performance. Boeing
Vertol currently utilizes a computer program called VASCOMP
II, Reference 17, for non-helicopter aircraft. A similar
program called HESCOMP is used for sizing helicopters.
The following descriptions of VASCOMP and HESCOMP details the
flexibility of the programs as analytical tools in the pre-
liminary design process. Symbolically the main input output
operations are shown in Figures A-I and A-2. A more detailed
review of the two programs capabilities is given in References
17 and 18.
The purpose of these programs is to serve as rap_d computation-
al tools, givlng visibility to comparative design studies of
V/STOL aircraft 9nd helicopter systems. Program attributes
include:
i. Capability to size V/STOL aircraft and helicopters of a
wide range of rotor, propeller, and fan jet types for
complex missions of up to 50 segments.
4'
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2. Input description of aircraft layodt can be in sufficient
detail to evaluate subtle differences An design (over
i00 input design parameters).
3. A wide variety of program mode options can be s_lected
to minimize computation and input time.
4. Detailed performance assessment with mission time
histories can be provided in any desirea increments with
instantaneous values of performance, engine condition
and weight parameters.
_. Rapidly accomplished trade studies through supplementary
computer input, of variable parameter(s) only, to a
baseline case.
6. Detail printouts of aircraft dimensions, weights, pro--
pulsion system characteristics and performance.
These programs have two primary independent applications and
a third which is a combination of the first two. They may be
used for sizing of specified aircraft to a given mission pro-
file. Alternatively, they may be used for mission calculations
for aircra£t whose sizing details (gross weight, fuel available,
engine power and fuel consumption,etc.) are known. As a com-
bination of the_e two capabilities, the programs may be used
to f_rst size an aircraft for a given mission and the:. calcu-
_ late the off-design-point performance for other missl._ns.
A-4
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In the sizing mode these programs integrate the inputs from
the main preliminary design areas of physical design (aircraft
geometry) aerodynamics, weights, and propulsion utilizing size
trend equations which reflect the variation of aircraft dimen-
sions with gross weight, detailed statistical weight-trend
equations, a routine for sizing engines to match airframe
requirements, a comprehensive library of engine cycle data,
and real engine performance data. These inputs to the program
primarily consist of a series of single point values specify-
ing, for example, the aspect ratio and taper ratio of the wing
and tail surfaces, the geometry of the fuselage, the type of
propulsion system, a description of the mission profile,
weights of fixed equipment, fixed useful load and payload.
The engine performance data, referred power, gas producer
speed, turbine speed and fuel flows are input as a function
-i of Mach number and referred turbine temperature. The user
may input limits on engine operation by setting maximum values
of fuel flow, torque or gas generator or power turbine shaft
! rpm. In ad&ition, non-linear scaling effects of real engines
may be included by input of Reynolds number-based correction
factors. Degradation in performance of turboshaft engines
operating at non-optimum power turbin_ speed can be calculated
by the program at the option of the _ser. The library engine/
cycles may thus be used with no add_4.ional input, or by
_5
appropriate additional input may be_,_ade to include the effects
of multiple operating restrictions and other factors charac-
teristic of real engine cycles.
• A-5
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!i
Aircraft sizing, weights, propulsion an/ aerodynamic informa-
.ion are printed out during a sizing run and followed by
mission performance data (for both sizing and p _rformance runs).
The performance data is a time history of the mission,including
speed, distance, weight, power, fuel used, etc.
Variations in key parameters tJ establish sensitivity trades
are accomplished by inputing the baseline aircraft or mission
and inputing only that item to be studied as a supplemental
case. All other inputs will remain unaltered and the program
will reslze the aircraft.
¥
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APPENDIX C
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY TANDEM ROTOR HELICOPTER
The advanced technology tandem rotor hel_:copter is shown in
Figure C-I. The major dimensions and pertinent data are shown
in Table C-I. Vehicle design takeoff gross weight is 30,470 Kg
(67,175 pounds). It has an installed shaft horsepower of
3.597xi06 watts (14,472 HP) at sea level standard day. The two
68.9 foot rotors are four-bladed articulated rotors with a
solidity ratio of 0.099. The selection of rotor solidity has
been made to provide freedom from stall flutter loads over the
• entire maneuver envelope. T_e rotor overlap has been held to
i zero to eliminate rotor "bang" due to the one rotor cutting thetrailed vortices of the other, and also to eliminate the possi-
bility of blade collision in the event of desynchronization
failure.
Both rotor shafts are swept forward (7-degrees forward rotor/
4-degrees aft rotor). This minimizes the floor angle range
during hover and cruise flight, and also minimizes rotor loads.
The pylon heights are arranged to provide a gap to stagger
ratio of 0.145. This clearance is required to keep noise,
I rotor loads and induced power losses at a minimum.
;I
The engines are sized to meet a requirement to hover GEl at
90°F at Sea Level. The transmission is sized to maximum Sea
Level shaft horsepower, which provide GEI performance. In the
:_ all engines operating case, the torque limit is set such that
both power and torque limit coincide at Sea Level/Standard Day.
7 C-i
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Maintaining a one engine out zequiremel_' and operating at _
Standard Day out of ground effect, the aircraft car take uff
at a gross weight of 74,709 pounds, an increase of 7,525 pounds
9ver the Design Takeoff Weight of 67,175 pgunds. This in-
creased weight does not represent increased payload capability
since the FAA takeoff gross weiqht certification would limit
the aircraft to 67,175 pounds.
The aircraft has three engines located aft, one on each sid_
of the rear rotor pylon and the third bur_ed in the pylon it-
self, similar to th_ XCH-62 (HLH). The intake for the third
englle is in the leading edge of the rear rotor pylon.
The transmission layout is a three gearbox arr_.ngement where
1 three engines drive into a corLiner gearbox located aft and •
i above the passenger cabin. The combiner box is designed for
easy removal through the baggage holding ceiling.
i
,1
ii Power is transmitted to the aft rotor by shafting in the rear
' pylon which-drives the aft rotor transmission, and to the:i
t 'forward rotor by shafting along a fuselage tunnel to the
forward rotor transmission located forward of the passenger
! cabin. The APU (Auxiliary Power Unit) is locat_d in the aft •
L
fuselage compartment in close proximity to the engines.
This arrangement has been selected for minimum comple:'ity,
Goet, weight and performance losses as well as to minimize
the effects of engine and transmission noise and vibration in
the passenger cabin.
C-4
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The landing gear is a tricycle type which provides excellent
ground handling chara:teristics. The dual wheel gears arc
retractable into the fuselage for minimum drag and the system
is de3igned for 500 feet per minute rate of sink on landing.
The arrangement provides an overturning angle of 27-degrees
and adequate fuselage clearance for flared landing.
! The passenger cabin has seats for i00 passengers with an over-
all seat width of 21-inches and a seat pitch of 34-inches.
Each passenger has underseat stowage space (9-inches x 16-
inches x 23-incheb) and n_-erhead rack stowage with lockable
doors. Air vents, individual lights and folding table are
• provided for each passenger in accordance with normal conuner-
¢ial aircraft practice.
Two lavatories are located in the forward end of the cabin.
In the center of the forward cabin is the beverage storage and
service counter space which also incorporates ticketing
facilities.
Table C-2 gives the weight breakdown of the helicopter zn terms
of structural components and aircraft systems. Weights of all
structural components have been reduced by 25% from convention-
al technology weight trend data to reflect the use of composite
materials.
The engane weights are based on a pro_ected specific welght
of .15 pounds per shaft horsepower which is expected to be
C-S
/
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avail_ble for application to a 1985 commercial aircraft. The
control system is a fly-by-wire system and the weight estimate
'_ for the controls is based upon recent BOeing experience with
fly-by-wire controls on the Model 347 helicopter. The rotor
gearboxes are designed for maximum engine power and torque
under Sea Level/Standard Day conditions.
The landing gear is designed for a 500 foot per minute rate
i
of descent and is 4% of weight empty.
i
:! Passenger and crew accommodations are based on Boeing 737 air-
I
craft data since it will be necessary to provide passenger
comfort to at least this standard by 1985. The overall air-
!
' craft is sized for a maneuver load factor of 3.5 and an ulti-
mate load factor of 5.25 as recommended in FAR Part 29.
Figure C-2 and Table C-3 detail the helicopter design sizing
, mission.
k
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TABLE ,C-3 DESIGN MISSION PROFILE INFOP_L_TION
ADV.._C/_C TECHNOLOGY TANDEM ROTOR HELICOPTER
- - t"*"=" T_;_-._--rv
SEG:".ENT VTOI, VT(':, __':/-P_KS
Taxi Out I min. 0
Takeoff, Transition
& Conversion to
COnvuntional Flight 0.5 min. 0
• i i i m,
Air Mnneuver
(Origin} 0.5 mln. 0 -
.. , ,,
_¢celeration to
Climb Speed As Calculated "
r- _ , ,,
Climb As Calculated At cDti_u:_ C} i-b _
Cruise As Calculated At Constant lntegra]
1000 ft. Altitudes("-
....... Fnr,_t:tel')t'i'-'l@eC.h'"_(
i Descant to
"i 2000 ft. AS Calcdlated 5000 fpm maxi_=um
, , - rate of, he,cent ,
"! Air l.:_._ouverat
! 2000 ft. (destination 1.5 mln. 0
"' and Conversion to 1000 fp:.;r,axL_um
Powered Lift Flight As Calculated 0 Rate of be.,;cent
2000 £t. to I000 ft. .-
, , ,. • ,
J Transition and I000 fpm m_ximum Ratel
landing from I000 ft. of Descent Down to
to Touchdown As Calculated 0 35 ft _.
600 fpm Z:aximum Rate
- ..... of Descent _elow 35ft
Taxi In I mln. 0
.i i ,..,
-[
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